The Mt. San Antonio College Library is dedicated to providing quality programs and services to our students and community members. Please let us know how you feel about our services by filling out this card. After completing the card, please fold the card closed and staple it. You may leave the card with any staff member in the Library. The card will be reviewed by Meghan Chen, Dean of Library and Learning Resources.

Date: 11-16-2015

Comments: I came into the library after leaving MT SAC for more than twenty years. The staff was extremely helpful. The library is well stocked clean and was a pleasure to be in. Nora was a delight. Thanks!
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Date: October 22, 2015

Comments: keybords need to be cleaned they are to greasy. I was informed that they are rarely cleaned. A lot of people are using these keyboards and there would be a lot of bacteria on them. They should be cleaned more often.
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Date: 10-23-15

Comments: During the week M-Th I see many students using the Library computers inappropriately. I have seen people on live sports events, social media, and watching cartoons. While other students and I struggle to find empty computers, please can you guys check if students are using the computers to do their HW or projects. If not tell them to please get off.

Optional Information

Name: ____________________________

Student ID#: ____________________________
Date: 07/15

Comments: I wanted to check out two books in the reserve desk, "Aging Matters" and "The Intersections Collection," but it appears that someone checked it out and never returned it since June 3, 2015 (Wednesday). Can you please contact the person who checked these books out? It's not fair to me and other students who need this book. Thanks.